About HighVail
HighVail’s focus is simplifying the transition to new technology. We architect, integrate and evolve
infrastructure – enhancing the utility of existing technology and delivering advice for new solutions.
We’ll help you on your journey to the cloud and define a strategy that works and delivers specifically
for you and your business.

Our relationship with

and

As Red Hat’s North American Partner of the Year as well as being both a Cisco and Red Hat Premier
partner, we are experts in Open source, Openstack, hybrid clouds and emerging technologies.
Red Hat is the world's leading provider of open source software solutions, using a communitypowered approach to reliable and high-performing cloud, Linux, middleware, storage and
virtualization technologies. Red Hat also offers award-winning support, training, and consulting
services.
Cisco helps ensure seamless connectivity from the network core to the end-user device, and delivers
best-of-breed solutions for communications and collaboration, mobility and data center infrastructure.
Cisco is a worldwide leader in IT that helps companies seize the opportunities of tomorrow by proving
that amazing things can happen when you connect the previously unconnected.
Cisco, Red Hat and HighVail are the perfect combination in enabling you forward in your journey.
Red Hat focuses on Open Source cloud and Paas tech integrated with DevOps while Cisco enables
policy programmable Infrastructure with UCS and ACI. The combination of HighVail, Red Hat and
Cisco offerings will facilitate you in your path.

HighVail’s Open Source Offerings

Open IaaS utilizing Cisco UCS Integrated Infrastructure with Red Hat OpenStack Platform
• Cisco, Red Hat and HighVail offer a certified, supported, turn-key Application Centric
Infrastructure(ACI) based OpenStack solution. This solution while using Cisco CVD, enables
customers to deploy the full range of service and deployment models with OpenStack to meet
the most demanding needs of their cloud deployments.
Application-optimized Containers with Docker
• Containers speed up application development, because you can build once and run on any
infrastructure. By encapsulating dependencies inside a container the testing cycle is
shortened which accelerates the development and operations (DevOps) cycle. HighVail’s
experts can show you the advantage of automated building, testing, integration, and packaging
with containers.
Unix Migration and Footprint Consolidation
• A solution based on Red Hat’s high performing and scalable Linux compliments Cisco’s UCS
modular architecture perfectly. Let us show you how easy it can be to add and reconfigure
compute and storage resources to support growing user populations, and new enterprise
applications with Service Profiles and integrated resource management.
Continuous Deployment with integrated Cisco Infrastructure and Ansible
• Ansible does the repetitive work your people hate, all with fewer errors and better
accountability. Let HighVail and our DevOp’s practice demonstrate how automation can
eliminate complexity and give you the one thing you can’t get enough of.…time.
Multi-Hypervisor and Hybrid Cloud Management with Cloudforms
• Manage your Public Cloud instances as if they were in house, while being able to control your
ESXi, Hyper-V, and KVM from a single portal. Cloudforms enables the next-generation cloud
deployments that drive business agility, lower operational costs and avoid vendor lock-in.

Accelerating Application Deployment with OpenShift PaaS
• Today, IT is driving innovation. OpenShift allows developers to quickly develop, host and scale
applications in a cloud or on-premise environment. We deliver repeatable infrastructure and
available resources when you need it.

